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We discuss the impact of field curvature on the global accuracy of structured il-
lumination microscopy. Our analysis shows that the systematic errors due to field
curvature depend on the slope of the specular sample if observation and illumi-
nation display different focal shells. We avoid this by a modified “common path”
setup. It reduces the global shape deviations down to ±150 nm.

1 Introduction

With the concept of "structured illumination mi-
croscopy (SIM)" it is possible to quantitatively ac-
quire the 3D-topography of rough and smooth sur-
faces with extremely high longitudinal resolution
(better than 10 nm for smooth surfaces) [1]. SIM
is incoherent, information efficient and needs sim-
ple technology. By means of a high aperture the
system is furthermore capable of measuring steep
slopes up to 50 degrees, even for smooth objects.
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Fig. 1 SIM data (50x / 0.80) from a touch probe tip. The
lateral and longitudinal scales are identical to display the
true angular dynamical range

These features make the sensor attractive to mea-
sure micro optical components. Optical components,
however, often require a global accuracy better than
λ/4. To meet this requirement, systematic errors of
the sensor must be compensated for. As for all focus
sensing methods, a major systematic error of SIM
is induced by field curvature because the so called
object “plane” acts as the reference for height mea-
surement. If this object plane is distorted by field cur-
vature to an object shell the measured height data
will enclose systematic deviations corresponding to
the shape of the object shell. Typically such sys-
tematic errors can be treated by a simple calibra-
tion process: an object of known shape (e.g. a pla-
nar mirror) is measured; the resulting deviation of
the global shape is saved as a null offset to be sub-
tracted from every further measurement. For specu-
lar samples, however, we found that such a calibra-

tion process is not perfect. For specular objects the
deviations induced by field curvature can be sepa-
rated into two contributions: One that is independent
of the object slope thus it can be compensated for by
the calibration process given above. The other one,
however, depends on the slope of the measured ob-
ject point. This would require a self-consistent algo-
rithm for compensation. To avoid this we investigated
the underlying mechanisms. This led us to a modi-
fied setup that decreased the slope-dependent de-
viations to a measure much smaller than the field
curvature.

2 Sensor principle

An incoherently illuminated grating is projected in
the object plane of a wide field microscope (see
fig. 3 a). While the object is scanned mechanically
in axial (z-) direction the contrast of the illumination
pattern is recorded. An object point yields a maxi-
mum of contrast if it is in focus [2]. Hence, the object
height can be evaluated by localizing the z-position
of the contrast peak.
The determination of the contrast in each pixel is
done by controlled variation of the illumination pat-
tern as suggested by Neil et al. [3].

3 Systematic errors

In the ideal sensor model the grating is projected ex-
actly into the object plane. Thus the pattern appears
with maximum contrast when an object point is in fo-
cus. Due to field curvature, however, the matching
of the object shell and the projection shell can be
achieved only in a small portion of the whole field of
view. Figure 2 sketches a small detail of the micro-
scope focus, where object shell and projection shell
are displaced. For a specular object, maximum con-
trast is now obtained if the object point is between
object shell and projection shell. Consequently the
object appears blurred in this position. And even
worse: the center of this blur spot changes position
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if the object is tilted. This leads to a systematic error
that depends on the slope of the object. The com-
pensation of this effect is hardly possible.
To prevent this, the displacement of the projection
shell must be avoided. Therefore it is essential that
the two shells are of the same shape. However, they
might still be curved—as long as they are equally
curved—since the curvature of two matching shells
can be easily compensated for by calibration with
a planar calibration mirror (as given in the introduc-
tion).

Fig. 2 Detail of the microscope focus, comparing a non-
tilted specular object surface (a) to a tilted one (b): The
point O is the conjugate of a point on the camera chip. It is
mirrored to O’ by the specular object. The solid rays mark
the observation aperture. The filled area displays the cone
that is effectively illuminated due to the limited aperture of
illumination. For a given displacement d of the projection
shell, the center of the blur spot on the object moves later-
ally if the specular object is tilted ((a)→(b)). This leads to
systematic errors that depend on the slope of the specular
sample under test.

4 Improved setup

Our modified setup is given in figure 3b. This “com-
mon path” setup will ensure that the curvatures
of the object shell and projection shell are the
same since they pass the same optical elements.
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Fig. 3 Modification of the setup: (a) typical setup: field
curvature of observation and projection is in general differ-
ent due to different optical elements. (b) “Common path“
setup: the tube lens is also used for projection. This leads
to equal field curvature for observation and projection, fi-
nally resulting in a better global accuracy.

This creates the necessary preconditions for the
matching of the two shells, but still requires proper
adjustment of the grating with respect to the camera
chip. This is achieved by employing deflectometric
mechanisms [4]: The part of the grating that is im-
aged on a given camera point changes if a flat mirror
is tilted (see ∆x in fig. 2). The magnitude ∆x of this
change is proportional to the distance d between
object shell and projection shell. Since the lateral
position on the grating is encoded in the phase of
the sine pattern it is an easily accessible measure
for the displacement of the two shells.
As a test for the global accuracy of the improved
setup, we measured a planar mirror that was tilted by
10 degrees. The deviation of the measurement from
the required shape can be seen in figure 4. Although
the setup has a field curvature of about 1.2 µm
the remaining deviations are below ±150 nm.

Fig. 4 Deviation from the required shape for a 10 degree
tilted mirror. The setup with a 20x / 0.45 micro objective
has a field curvature of 1.2 µm.

5 Summary

Field curvature introduces systematic errors in the
height data of SIM. However, a global accuracy bet-
ter than the inevitable degree of field curvature can
be achieved by a simple calibration process if there
are no systematic error contributions that depend on
the slope of the object. This requires a proper match-
ing of object shell and projection shell over the whole
field of view. We achieved this by a “common path”
setup with equal field curvatures for object shell and
projection shell. After the setup was adjusted by tak-
ing advantage of deflectometric mechanisms the re-
maining global shape deviation of a 10 degree tilted
mirror was below ±150 nm for a 20x / 0.45 micro ob-
jective with a field curvature of 1.2 µm.
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